
Let’s Camp July 2022 Release Notes

Usability Tweaks & Bug Fixes:
● Promo codes can now be deleted. A deleted promo code will be removed from any

booking it’s currently being used on, in which case the booking will be recalculated to full
price if it’s edited.

● Fixed a bug that would add a non-refundable charge for the same amount as a promo
code when in some circumstances when a promo code was added.

● Removed the Subtotal Override field from “edit booking” as it was confusing and is no
longer necessary. [see Price Adjustment in new features below]

● Fixed a bug where errors involving zip/postal codes display a hex code instead of a
slash.

● Made the following adjustments to the date pickers:
○ When a date picker is opened before the start of a camping season, the month

will default to whichever month that campground’s next upcoming season starts.
○ Made a change where if you pick a check-out date earlier than your check-in date

(or vice versa), the system will clear the now invalid date and make you repick it.
It used to just not let you do this, which was more work when you wanted to
select different dates.

○ Campers can no longer choose dates outside a season if there is an actively
bookable season. Currently they can, which returns “no sites available”. If there
are no seasons which can be booked, all dates will remain selectable with the
error messages we currently have.

● Changes a setting that didn’t allow campers to edit their booking start date 7 days before
their start date. This setting now stops campers from editing their booking start date only
1 day before the start date.

● Unit types will now only display on campgrounds that use them. If a campground doesn’t
have any “lodging” sites for example, the lodging option will not appear on that
campground’s profile or booking pages.

● The unit type “other” has been removed from the main search pages and will only
display on individual campgrounds’ profile and booking pages if they have sites set to
“other”. The main reason for this is that different campgrounds use “other” for different
things so it didn’t make sense to have campers searching across campgrounds with that
as the criteria.

● For campgrounds that run consecutive seasons with different min-night requirements,
the min-nights message will display the number based on the dates being searched. It
currently only displays the number for the current season, which caused confusion.

● Fixed a bug where long weekend rules affected check-outs on the first day of the rule
and check-ins on the last day of the rules, which wasn’t the intended effect.



● Fixed a bug where campgrounds could look at the check-in list for future bookings and it
would allow them to click the “check-in” button, which would result in a 404 error
because you can’t check in bookings that are in the future.

● Added a line of text to the login screen that says “New to Let’s Camp? Sign up here”
which will lead them to the registration page instead.

● Tweaked the map on the campground search page to scroll in when clicking on a
“cluster” (the circle with the number showing that there are multiple campgrounds within
a certain area). Before this fix, clicking on map clusters wouldn’t do anything.

New Features:
Add-Ons in the Check-in List: The Check-in list at the bottom of the dashboard will now
display # of Add-ons. This is to make it easier for campground staff to know which bookings to
look in for things like firewood (so they don’t have to look in every booking).

Events: Added functionality for campgrounds to create and display upcoming events in their
profile. Use this to advertise the goings-on in and around your campground to attract new
campers seeking fun camping experiences. See a full breakdown of this feature here

Create Price Adjustment Button: Added functionality for camp staff and admins to adjust the
price of most line items in a booking (except LC fee, taxes, and totals). Taxes and totals will be
recalculated based on the adjusted price. See a full breakdown here

- Important note: A booking that had its price adjusted in the past by the now removed
“Price Override” field may display a different amount owing on the Booking page than the
one displayed on the Price Adjustment page. In this case, the amount owing on the Price
Adjustment page is correct because it’s calculated by the regular price. Saving a new
Price Adjustment will correct this.

https://support.letscamp.ca/knowledge-base/events/
https://support.letscamp.ca/knowledge-base/adjusting-prices-and-issuing-refunds/

